Xtreme ViKiNG ANPR
Building on the technology of the original ViKiNG Deployable Camera, such as GSM, GPRS and Wi-Fi
connectivity, 18x zoom, integrated IR LED's and built-in storage, comes the ViKiNG ANPR.
Uniquely adaptable this really is a plug and play re-deployable ANPR camera. Simply install the
mounting plate to a wall, pole or lighting column and just add power. The ViKiNG will automatically
start recording number plates and overviews from this point, and can be accessed remotely via
WLAN, GSM, PDA and/or a smart phone.
Coupled with the standard ANPR technology and recording including the storage of plate overview
and position data this unit will check against white and black lists. This information stored locally can
be either emailed immediately, on a hourly, daily, weekly or monthly basis as required and in a format
of your choice, or communicated directly to your back office or collected locally in sting operations.
Tasks now complete, then why not just utilise the deployable as a standard CCTV camera with
infrared or change its role from the day time ANPR to night time support of public disorder or pub
watch or visa versa, the choice is yours the flexibility is endless.

Local connection within 100m of the
camera. Monitor in real time using Wi-Fi.

GSM/GPRS/HSUPA communications
via SIM card. Monitor camera images and
ANPR data from anywhere in the world.

Any internet enabled workstation with access rights can connect to the camera to
view live or recorded footage and ANPR
data.
Up to three additional cameras can be added
including RS485 telemetry (if required). Ideal for
adding a further three lanes of ANPR to the one
unit or a further lane plus overview.
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